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THE PLOT THICKENS 
 
Abstract 
We present an analysis of a sixth-grade mathematics lesson in which an aesthetically-rich 
moment of mathematical surprise, inspired by a decontextualized integer addition problem, 
spurred students to ask mathematical questions and actively sustain inquiry into the lesson’s 
central ideas. In order to understand how the unfolding mathematical content enabled this 
moment, we interpret the lesson as a mathematical story. Using this narrative framework, we 
describe the aesthetic dimensions of the story including its plot, density, coherence, and rhythm, 
and connect them to the unfolding mathematical content. This analysis demonstrates how these 
aesthetic elements of a lesson can be recognized and how they help explain the students’ 
productive engagement. This framework offers a potential tool for researchers and practitioners 
who seek to understand, design, and enact captivating mathematical experiences.  
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Ten minutes into a Grade 6 mathematics lesson, the teacher posts a new problem on the 
whiteboard: 152 + (-105). Students react initially with laughter and indications of surprise and 
wonder such as “Whoa… OK…”. These reactions also include affable protests about the 
difficulty of the problem (“It’s too big!”, “I can’t do that on the number line!”), and anticipation 
of what is to come (“You must have another way of doing that!”). Following this flurry of 
excitement, the teacher and students proceed to generalize rules of addition in an engaged 20-
minute discussion.  
This lesson is striking for both the intensity of the student emotional response and for the 
fact that, although these students have been confronted with a daunting problem, they appear 
captivated (i.e., intrigued and determined to learn how to solve the problem) not deterred. 
Engagement, such as that found in this enactment, can be an important factor in student learning 
(Middleton et al., 2017). Understanding how characteristics of lessons may inspire student 
engagement, such as this, offers new insight into improving learning as well as student attitudes 
toward mathematics. 
The integer addition problem that inspired this student captivation was introduced 
without an appealing context (e.g., money) or any dramatic flourishes. The teacher simply 
instructed the students to “go ahead and solve [this] on your own.” Yet research that has studied 
alterations of mathematics curriculum materials in ways that can stimulate student interest has 
generally focused on non-mathematical aspects of the materials, such as adding appealing 
graphics or relevant contexts (e.g., Durik & Harackiewicz, 2007). This is a problem because 
relying on non-mathematical contexts to make mathematics more interesting conveys to students 
the message that mathematics is not inherently interesting (Sinclair, 2001), which in turn may 
 




inhibit long-term interest in the discipline. In contrast, this addition lesson demonstrates how 
mathematical content, even when stripped of a context, can captivate students by inspiring them 
to ask mathematical questions and become invested in answering them. 
It is unlikely that the task (152 + (-105) is, on its own, responsible for captivating 
students. We propose that the excitement and engagement caused by this integer addition 
problem was likely influenced by the sequence of events in which the task is situated; similar to 
how the impact of a plot twist in a book depends on the expectations created by the story thus 
far. That is, connecting the observed student reactions with the unfolding mathematical content 
necessitates attending to the sequence of tasks and activities of the enacted lesson and how this 
sequence may have enabled the felt experience of students. We refer to the characteristics of the 
lesson that potentially impact the felt experience of students as the aesthetic dimensions of the 
lesson (Dewey, 1934; Wong, 2007).  
In order to analyze the aesthetic dimensions of the lesson, we conceptualize the enacted 
lesson as a form of art—an expression of the coordinated contributions of teacher and students 
with both planned and impromptu elements that can be appreciated as a whole for its aesthetic 
dimensions. This study, therefore, follows the literary analysis tradition, where a completed 
performance is analyzed for its aesthetic qualities. Using a framework adapted from literary 
theory, we connect the observed student reactions with the narrative aspects of the mathematical 
content as it temporally unfolded. This analysis generates insight into this particular enactment 
and provides a tool for the investigation of other aesthetically powerful lessons that draw their 
strength from the unfolding mathematics. 
 




2. A narrative approach in mathematics education 
The absence of embellishments in the presentation of the central problem of this lesson 
leads us to assume that what provoked the notable response of the students was, in part, 
mathematical in nature. Rather than focusing on the mental states of students, which could 
contribute to how students felt when they reacted to the mathematics, we instead direct our focus 
toward that which likely inspired the reaction: namely, the changing mathematical content. Thus, 
our unit of study is the nature of the emerging mathematical content–specifically, its temporal 
structure and substance. Our analysis of the aesthetic dimensions of this lesson, therefore, offers 
a description of how the unfolding parts of the enacted lesson were interrelated and how, 
together, they may help to explain the observed student reactions. 
One way to make sense of how the mathematical content within the enacted lesson 
unfolds is to frame it as a narrative. Good literary stories make sense because the events are 
chosen and sequenced so that it is possible to see the connections between them (Egan, 1988; 
Gadanidis & Hoogland, 2003; Rina Zazkis & Liljedahl, 2009). Similarly, carefully-sequenced 
parts of a mathematics lesson, whether in a textbook or within a classroom, can allow a student 
to recognize how the parts of the lesson are interconnected and draw pleasure through sense-
making (Gadanidis & Hoogland, 2003). Yet just as with any form of art, mathematical stories 
can also be poorly-constructed so that they are hard to follow or uneventful and boring 
(Gadanidis & Hoogland, 2003; Sinclair, 2005). Unfortunately, the mathematical stories that 
students often experience are not typically coherent (Stigler & Hiebert, 1999) or interesting 
(Gadanidis & Hoogland, 2003).  
Narrative principles have also been used to support the conceptualization of mathematical 
experiences, such as mathematics lessons. For example, Zazkis and colleagues draw upon the 
 




affordances of stories to describe how they can support the design of mathematics lessons in a 
variety of ways (Zazkis & Liljedahl, 2009). They explain how a story about a tailor who needs to 
know how many half-yard pieces of fabric can be made from a 40-yard roll of cloth can be used 
to both introduce and illustrate division by a fraction. In addition to showing how stories can 
illustrate mathematics, they demonstrate how stories can show the joy of mathematical discovery 
with the story about Archimedes jumping out of the bath and running naked down the street with 
excitement. Related to this is how narrative can be used to help a teacher think through how 
a lesson could play out in the classroom. A teacher can write a script of the imagined 
interchange between students and their teacher, what (Zazkis, Liljedahl, & Sinclair, 2009) refer 
to as lesson plays. Lesson plays enable teachers to anticipate potential dramatic conflict and to 
think through how it might be resolved with mathematics. Within these perspectives, the author 
of the narrative is a teacher and the students are the assumed audience. These mathematical 
stories are narratives about mathematics and the teaching of these lessons is conceptualized as 
storytelling (Zazkis & Liljedahl, 2009). 
Yet students can be the mathematical storytellers as well. For example, a narrative 
framework has also been used to describe the stories that individuals construct as they make 
sense of unfolding mathematical experiences. Drawing on Bruner’s (1996) description of 
narrative thinking, Healy and Sinclair (2007; Sinclair, Healy, & Sales, 2009) characterize 
temporal dimensions of participants’ interactions with moveable mathematical objects within a 
dynamic geometry environment. Healy and Sinclair show that interactions with static and 
familiar objects can elicit atemporal reactions, such as statements about classifications of objects 
or their properties. Yet when the participants interacted with dynamic tools that contained 
“something exceptional that needs explaining” (Healy & Sinclair, 2007, p. 19), they constructed 
 




stories that explained their observations. For example, when moving a point about a line of 
reflection, one participant imagines that the point and its reflection were “lovers separated by an 
imaginary fence” (Sinclair et al., 2009, p. 451). In this conceptualization of mathematical story, 
the students are the authors of their stories and the audience is the set of researchers interpreting 
their stories.  
The present study shifts the narrative lens toward the interpretation of the unfolding 
mathematics of an enacted lesson. This framing regards the initial author of the story as the 
teacher when she plans the lesson but assumes that the elements story as enacted is influenced by 
both teacher and students as it unfolds in the classroom. In the next section, we elaborate on the 
mathematical story framework and explain how it enables us to describe the potential aesthetic 
dimensions of this lesson. 
3. Theoretical framework 
We draw from the narrative theory of Bal (1986, 2009), who distinguishes the set of a 
reader’s truths of the narrative, what she calls the fabula, from the temporal way a reader comes 
to know these truths (i.e., the story). This distinction helps explain how misinformation may 
impact the reading of a story by a reader. For example, if a piece of information is revealed early 
on in a story (e.g., that a wizard has magic that will help Dorothy get home), it could be taken by 
a reader as true at that point of the story, and thus assumed to be part of the fabula (the larger 
corpus of truths in which the story resides). Yet later in the story, if this reader realizes that the 
piece of information is not true (e.g., that the wizard is a fraud), then the misinformation set up 
the potential for surprise. Thus, according to Bal, the story enables a reader to come to know 
 




truth, but also may mislead a reader. The fabula is ultimately the truths that are derived from the 
story by a reader. 
3.1 The mathematical story framework 
Using the metaphor of enacted mathematics lessons as narratives, we map Bal’s (2009) 
narrative framework to mathematical content, defining a mathematical story as a sequence of 
mathematical events that unfold over time connecting a beginning with an ending (Dietiker, 
2013). Likewise, a mathematical fabula is the set of mathematical ideas or truths that are 
deduced through experiencing the mathematical story by a reader (Dietiker, 2013). To be a 
mathematical story, it must be interpreted by a reader, who can be any interpreter or audience 
member. In the case of an enacted lesson, students, teachers, observers, and researchers can all 
be conceptualized as readers who experience the unfolding events1.  
The key elements of literary stories (i.e., characters, action, and setting) can be mapped to 
their corresponding aspects within an enacted mathematics lesson (Dietiker, 2015, 2016). The 
mathematical characters of a mathematical story are the mathematical objects, (e.g. integers) 
that appear in the lesson. As a mathematical story unfolds, what a reader knows about its 
characters can develop; new characteristics (i.e., properties such as direction and magnitude) and 
relationships (e.g., relatively prime) may emerge. Just as in literary stories, something must 
happen; in mathematical stories, the mathematical characters are acted upon (what we refer to as 
mathematical action) with procedures, such as addition and subtraction. The mathematical 
characters and the actions on them take place within representations (what we call mathematical 
                                                      
1 It may seem counterintuitive to think of teachers as readers since they are also the primary authors of the 
story as planned. However, since students also contribute to the story as it unfolds, the teachers are also 
interpreters of what is happening as the story progresses. Thus, teachers can be framed as readers of the 
enacted story.   
 




settings), such as a number line or the real-world context of a posed problem (Dietiker, 2015, 
2016). 
Since literary characters are typically human (or human-like, in the case of 
anthropomorphized animal stories), they are able to carry out the actions of the stories, and can 
thus be recognized as the actors of the story. In contrast, mathematical objects cannot act on their 
own. Instead, the actors of mathematical stories are the students, teacher, or a fictitious person in 
a task2 who act on the mathematical objects.  
Analyzing a story means paying close attention to the incremental ways in which the 
fabula is revealed temporally. For example, if the parts of a particular story are sequenced in acts 
A, B, C, and so on, then analyzing this story means interpreting Act B in terms of what is in Act 
A, as well as recognizing how what is learned later in Acts C and beyond may revise what is 
known about what happened in Acts A and B. It also assumes that at the beginning of a story, 
little is known about what happens in Acts A, B, and so on. In a literary story, this quality is easy 
to recognize; if a reader knows, for instance, at the start of Romeo and Juliet that at the end of the 
play, both characters will die, this reader will hardly be surprised when it happens. Therefore, in 
understanding the potential impact of Romeo and Juliet on a reader, it is assumed that, unless 
told, a reader does not know at the start of the story how it will end. Similarly, analyzing a 
mathematical story means interpreting how its fabula, or mathematical truths, come to be known 
as the story unfolds. It is assumed that although a reader enters with prior knowledge, that the 
fabula that emerges throughout the story is new to the reader.  
                                                      
2 Thus, students and teachers play three simultaneous roles in the mathematical story of an enacted 
lesson: author (in terms of how their contribution impacts the unfolding story), reader (in terms of their 
interpretation of the contributions of others), and actor (in terms of their mathematical actions on the 
mathematical characters of the story). 
 




An interpretation of a mathematical story is therefore limited to only the facts as they 
become known at each point in the story. Since an analysis of a mathematical story suspends 
knowledge from outside the story, it approximates the interpretation of a novice reader. Note that 
our use of the word approximates is an effort to clarify that our interpretation of a mathematical 
story is not a student’s interpretation. Since interpretations vary by individual and context 
(Rosenblatt, 1988), we do not claim to know how any individual student interpreted the 
mathematical story that we describe in this paper. Instead, our interpretation of the mathematical 
story, made from the adopted perspective of a novice, offers a potential interpretation by a 
student or other observer of the lesson. 
3.2 Mathematical plot 
Our narrative framework brings with it a conceptualization of how a reader is moved by a 
mathematical story, what we refer to as the mathematical plot. Although the terms plot and story 
are often used as synonyms, we distinguish these terms as described by Bal (1986, 2009). That 
is, a story is a sequence of events; its plot represents how a reader experiences the construction of 
its fabula  (i.e., puts different information together to build the layer of truth of the story) as the 
story unfolds (Bal, 1986; Dietiker, 2015). A story raises mysteries (Barthes, 1974), revealing 
enough information to enable a reader to recognize there is something they do not know. This 
can motivate a reader to ask questions of the story (i.e., to open questions) and seeks clues and 
information to answer the questions (i.e., to close questions) (Nodelman & Reimer, 2003). When 
stories do this best, according to Nodelman and Reimer (2003), they involve  
a carefully orchestrated interplay of questions raised, of answers given, and of answers not 
given yet. The interweaving of information given and information deferred encourages readers 
to want answers, then gives them enough to tantalize them, and holds back enough to keep 
them reading (p. 64).  
  
 




Thus, the mathematical plot describes the mysteries of a mathematical story, both the 
questions raised by the story and how answers to these questions are pursued, and their impact 
on the reader (Dietiker, 2015). Since a crucial aspect of the mathematical plot is the felt response 
of the reader, it is an aesthetic dimension of the mathematical story. That is, a mathematical plot 
involves “the aesthetic response of a reader as he or she experiences a mathematical story, 
perceives its structure (and thus, looks for order, finds patterns, senses rhythm, etc.), and 
anticipates what is ahead (by wondering, imagining, asking questions)” (Dietiker, 2015, p. 298). 
For example, a student may experience a lesson on the rules for adding integers very differently 
depending on how and when the question “how do we add large integers?” is raised. If a student 
becomes interested in this question before investigating the rules for adding integers, the 
question can inspire curiosity and inquiry in a way that can engage this student deeply in the 
development of the rules. Furthermore, the rules themselves, whether presented or discovered, 
may provide a potentially satisfying resolution to any tension created by the question. 
Alternatively, if a teacher asks this question rhetorically and then immediately presents the rules, 
or never creates the conditions for the question to emerge in the first place, any wondering about 
the potential generalization of how to add integers and the aesthetic potential of this content in 
the mathematical story cannot be realized.  
3.3 Characteristics of a mathematical plot 
There are three characteristics of a mathematical plot: density, coherence, and rhythm. 
This section describes each of these characteristics in more detail. 
3.3.1 Density 
When a reader is pursuing an increasing number of questions, we say that the 
mathematical plot becomes more dense; that is, “the plot thickens.” Density can contribute to the 
 




tensions experienced by a reader. For example, in a lesson in which many questions are 
gradually introduced and kept open (i.e., unresolved) over time, density (and thereby narrative 
tension) builds. There may be a climax, a point at which a reader is simultaneously aware of not 
knowing the answers to many questions. When a reader begins to answer open questions, the 
lesson becomes less dense and some of the tension is relieved. Yet if a reader’s experience of a 
mathematical plot consists of answering questions before introducing new ones, this reader 
would experience a more even density throughout with a consistent level of tension between 
what is known and unknown. In this case, there would be no change in tension and the lesson 
would likely feel “flat” to the reader (Dietiker, 2012; Dietiker & Richman, In Press). 
3.3.2 Coherence  
Another important characteristic of a mathematical plot is its coherence. In this paper, we 
define story coherence as the extent to which the events and mathematical ideas of the 
mathematical story (i.e., a lesson) are connected to each other for a reader (Stigler & Hiebert, 
1999). When a reader cannot recognize any connection between parts of a story, a reader is 
prevented from being able to predict what will happen later in the story, which has aesthetic 
implications. For example, if the relationships between the separate parts of a mathematical story 
are recognized, this enables a reader to be able make predictions for what is to come, which can 
stimulate a readers’ interest in the outcome of the story (i.e., the lesson). Thus, the ability to 
anticipate where a story is headed enables a reader to prepare for what he or she “might see,” 
leading to the generation of questions resulting from curiosity and wonder (Wong, 2007). 
Furthermore, when a reader can make a prediction about what might happen, then there is a 
potential for later surprise (when the prediction turns out to be wrong) or satisfaction (when the 
 




prediction turns out to be correct). Lastly, coherence enables a reader to sense completeness and 
fitness if and when the threads of the story come together with clarity.  
3.3.3 Rhythm 
The third characteristic of a mathematical plot is the pattern created by the opening and 
closing of questions over the course of the story. These patterns can occur in an irregular manner 
or can form recognizable rhythms (Netz, 2005; Nodelman & Reimer, 2003). These rhythms of 
narrative are reminiscent of Dewey’s (1934) characterization of humans’ aesthetic experience, in 
general, as “rhythmic beats of want and fulfillment, pulses of doing and being withheld from 
doing” (p. 16). The rhythm of a mathematical plot is not impacted by how questions are phrased 
or the speed at which they are vocalized. Instead, it is the felt regularity of moments of change in 
the plot––a distinctive pattern to how questions either open, close, or a relationship between the 
two.  For example, a rhythmic segment of a plot could be a series of questions in which each 
question is answered before the next is raised. This pattern would create a fast-paced rhythm, 
potentially leading a reader to experience a sense of urgency. In contrast, a different rhythm may 
be felt by a reader when answers are regularly interspersed with questions that are drawn out for 
longer periods of time as the story unfolds. This type of pattern may give a lesson a more 
reflective quality, enabling a reader to ponder questions as they are raised. Yet this reader may 
also feel greater satisfaction once delayed answers begin to lessen the felt tension. When rhythm 
is altered, a reader will likely feel this shift and experience surprise. Aside from the aesthetic 
effect that the rhythm of a story may have on a reader, the rhythm can also impact the reader’s 
sense of what is important since it can draw attention to particularly notable events (Nodelman & 
Reimer, 2003).  
 




4. Research question and purpose 
We seek to explain how this lesson captivated the students in this 6th grade classroom. 
We do so by identifying the aesthetic dimensions of the enacted lesson as revealed in an analysis 
of the questions raised by the lesson and how their answers are pursued; that is, the lessons’ 
mathematical plot. Accordingly, this study aims to address the research question: How can the 
student reactions throughout this captivating lesson be explained by the aesthetic dimensions of 
its unfolding content? 
5. Methods 
5.1 Context of the lesson 
The lesson analyzed in this study was selected from the Measures of Effective Teaching 
database (MET) (The Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation, 2010a), a database of videotaped 
lessons collected to develop and test new ways of identifying and evaluating high-quality 
instruction. The database contains close to 3000 videotaped mathematics lessons from six large 
public-school districts in the United States. The selected lesson was initially identified as a 
candidate for analysis because, at the time of the study, it was the only lesson available for 
viewing that was given a score of 3 points out of 3 on both the “richness” and “overall” measures 
of the Mathematical Quality of Instruction instrument (The Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation, 
2010b). The richness measure includes two parts: “attention to the meaning of mathematical 
facts and procedures, and engagement with mathematical practices and language” (p. 2). In 
addition, this class had a high average of student-reported captivation according to the TRIPOD 
Student Perception Survey (Ferguson, n.d.). This measure was generated using questions such as 
“This class does not keep my attention – I get bored”, “My teacher makes learning enjoyable”, 
 




“My teacher makes lessons interesting”, and “I like the ways we learn in this class.” This enacted 
lesson was chosen for study because it had a notable student aesthetic response to a particular 
moment in the lesson that offered an opportunity to link the structure of mathematical content of 
the lesson with its potential aesthetic opportunities.  
The available recording shows the entire lesson from two different views – a head-on 
view of the interactive whiteboard at the front of the room and the view from a 360-degree 
camera in the middle of the room. Pictures of classroom bulletin boards and lesson handouts 
were available and also included in our analysis. Based on the video, there were 19 students in 
the class, an even mixture of males and females, seated in individual desks arranged in rows and 
columns and facing the whiteboard. There was only one instructor, a female teacher we refer to 
as “Ms. Burke” (a pseudonym). Since the goal of the analysis was to understand how a 
mathematical learning experience can be designed to offer the observed aesthetic effects, only 
the portion of the filmed activity that contained the new content development was considered the 
“lesson” and interpreted as a mathematical story. This portion of the lesson was 34 continuous 
minutes long. Unfortunately, since this was a secondary analysis of data collected for a different 
study, no interview data of the teacher or the students was available. 
The focus of the lesson was to generate the rules for adding integers. Prior to this lesson, 
the students were introduced to three concrete methods for adding integers: counting on the 
number line (the number line method), physically pairing “negative” bingo chips with “positive” 
ones (the dancing method), and visualizing negative numbers as holes and positive numbers as 
heaps of dirt that can either fill in the holes or make a pile on flat ground (the heaps and holes 
method). 
 




5.2 Interpreting the mathematical plot 
The research team was a varied group of six educators and education researchers. It 
consisted of undergraduate, masters, and doctoral students, a postdoctoral fellow, and a 
professor. There were both elementary and high school teachers on the team, some of whom 
were in their early years of teaching others had over 15 years in the classroom. It was an 
international group with both American and European participants. Coding was initially done in 
multiple small groups which then came together to reconcile differences. The resulting analysis 
represents a consensus of the entire research team.  
We fully acknowledge that the researchers analyzing this mathematical story are 
mathematical experts; certainly, we each understand the addition of integers and could solve all 
of the problems of this lesson. Thus, in interpreting the mathematical story from the perspective 
of a novice reader, we focus on the sequential mathematical contributions toward new 
revelations of the fabula of the lesson. These contributions include utterances by the teacher and 
the students and all mathematical tasks read from a worksheet or whiteboard. When taken 
together, the evolving mathematical ideas allow us to explain how certain moments can offer 
aesthetic opportunities (e.g., surprise, wonder) when considered in the context of the prior 
content. 
We began our analysis of the mathematical story by partitioning the transcript into acts 
(i.e., sequential mathematical events of the story). The introduction of each new mathematical 
character, action, setting, or relationship was identified as the beginning of a new act. For 
example, if a new task was introduced in the lesson (with new numbers, which are mathematical 
characters), a new act was marked. Since the identification of acts was determined by the 
 




changing elements of the story, as opposed to the passing of a particular amount of time, acts 
vary in length from 1 to 6 minutes. 
Next, we identified the mathematical questions raised in the story. We included questions 
that were formulated explicitly (i.e., those stated or read aloud) or implicitly (i.e., those raised by 
a statement or event that can inspire curiosity) by the teacher or a student. For example, if a 
teacher were to write a symbol on the board that the class had never seen and a student asks 
about the symbol directly, this would be recognized as an explicit question. However, if a 
question was not explicitly raised, but it was clear that students did not understand what the 
symbol meant, the implicit question “What does that symbol mean?” would be included in the 
analysis. Some explicit questions whose meaning depended heavily on previous statements were 
reworded for the analysis so that their meaning would be clear independent of the dialog. While 
the events in a mathematical story have the potential to raise non-mathematical questions, we did 
not include these in our analysis. Any similar questions asked repeatedly in the same act were 
consolidated and represented as one broader question so as to avoid artificially inflating the 
density of the lesson. For example, if a teacher were to ask students to choose and describe a 
method for solving a problem, then ask them to choose and describe another method, this would 
be described as a single broader question about the methods for solving the problem. 
To describe the changes in what is known about a question (from formulation to answer), 
we borrow from literary theory; specifically, we adapted the hermeneutic codes that were 
introduced by Barthes (1974) to describe his changing interpretation and understanding of the 
mysteries of a short story. Originally, the codes were metaphorically mapped to the unfolding 
mathematical content in written textbooks (Dietiker, 2012) through a process of analyzing 
dozens of lessons from different textbook series selected for their diverse design perspectives, 
 




grades, and intended geographical audience. Later, these codes were further refined in a 
comparative study of textbook lessons on the same content to recognize if these codes could 
recognize differences in narrative structure of mathematical stories (Dietiker & Richman, in 
press). 
This study used eight of these codes to identify the emergence of questions, progress 
toward their resolution, diversions from or barriers to this progress, and the resolution itself (see 
Table 1). Specifically, the recognition of a mystery, in the form of an explicit or implicit 
question, is coded as formulation. An explicit indication that a question will, at some point, be 
answered is coded as a promise. Any public progress made toward answering a formulated 
question, through verbal statements or publicly shared writing on the board or in a text, is coded 
as a partial answer. Diversions from progress, in the form of explicit misdirection (intentional or 
inadvertent) or ambiguity that can lead to a false assumption, are coded as snares and 
equivocation, respectively. When progress is explicitly thwarted (permanently or temporarily), 
jamming is coded. If progress on a question is not explicitly thwarted but the subject of a lesson 
changes, temporarily, to the point that the question is no longer under consideration, a suspended 
answer is coded. If the lesson never returns to the question, the suspension code is removed and 
the question is simply considered closed from the point that the question is dropped. When a 
question is authoritatively answered to the point that it is no longer a source of wondering, 
disclosure is coded. Every time a code is recognized in a lesson, the source of the code, such as 
the environment (e.g., whiteboard, textbook), teacher, or student is also recorded.  
  
 





Mathematical Plot Codes adapted from Barthes (1974).  
Code Description 
Formulation  Indication that a question is raised explicitly or implicitly by students, 
teachers, or the environment 
Promise  An explicit indication that a question will be answered later 
Partial Answer Progress made toward an answer 
Equivocation Misdirection through ambiguity that leads to an incorrect assumption 
Snare Misdirection through explicit lie or error 
Jamming Obstruction to progress on a question that is blocked (at least temporarily) 
Suspended Answer A temporary change in topic that shifts away from a question 
Disclosure An explicit and authoritative revelation of the answer to a question 
 
A question and all changes toward its resolution are, together, referred to as a story arc. 
A story arc lasts as long as its corresponding question is determined to be under consideration 
(what we will call open). That is, the story arc lasts until the question is either answered or the 
topic of the lesson changes in such a way that the question is no longer under consideration. A 
question is recognized as open in a given act even if no progress is made on it within that act. 
This is because, if a question has not been answered or definitively put aside, it is reasonable that 
a student in the class may still be wondering about the question. The term “open” does not 
characterize the content of the question and should not be confused with the term “open-ended 
question.” Instead, it refers to the momentary state of a question as either under consideration or 
 




not. In the case of a suspended answer, a story arc can be described as interrupted; it can end but 
then resume later in the story. 
5.3 Connecting the mathematical plot with student experience 
Once the acts and questions of the story were identified and progress on questions was 
coded within each story arc, we organized this information in a diagram that represented the 
mathematical plot. We then analyzed the mathematical plot for how it provides potential insight 
into the observed aesthetic reactions of the students. This included analyzing how the elements 
of the plot worked together across the sections of the story, how the density of open questions 
per act changed across the lesson, how patterns of overlapping story arcs promoted coherence of 
the story, and the shifting rhythms of the unfolding content.  
The density of inquiry, which measures the degree to which the story offers something to 
wonder about at a given moment, was calculated by counting the number of open questions in 
each act. Two measures of density were calculated. First, we counted the number of questions 
that remained open at the end of each act. This measure includes questions for which the answers 
are not disclosed even if they are not open in the next act, typically due to a change in the focus 
of the lesson (i.e., a suspension). Thus, this measure does not include questions that are 
formulated and have their answers disclosed in the same act (momentary questions) since they 
are not open at the end of any act. 
The secondary measure of density broadens the count in each act to also include 
momentary questions. Our reason for excluding momentary questions in our primary measure is 
because these questions are often asked and answered very quickly and may offer little 
opportunity for wondering (e.g., a teacher asks a question which a student answers immediately). 
However, the secondary measure allows us to account for the potential impact of momentary 
 




questions, which do represent some amount of inquiry, however small. For both measures of 
density, all questions are given the same weight when they are counted, no matter their length or 
content. By tracking changes in density, we described the ebb and flow of tension in the story.  
We examined coherence by noting relationships between longer and shorter story arcs and 
how patterns within these relationships might impact the felt experience of the students. Finally, 
we identified rhythms by examining variations in the content of questions, how long questions 
are left open, and the extent to which story arcs were interrupted by suspensions. We looked for 
regular patterns in these variations, identified the changing rhythm of these patterns, and noted 
the connection between these rhythms and the unfolding mathematics.  
6. The mathematical story and plot of this lesson 
In order to contextualize the results of our analysis, which we present in the next section, 
we recount here our interpretation of the mathematical story and the mathematical plot. 
Understanding the way in which the mathematical content unfolded is important as the aesthetic 
dimensions of each moment of the lesson are connected with and dependent on the entire story. 
Thus, to understand the impact of any one part, a researcher must understand how these parts 
collectively form the whole. In addition to drawing attention to questions that are raised and 
addressed throughout the lesson, this section also highlights codes in each section that are 
important for understanding the findings. 
Note that we have intentionally presented this mathematical story in the present tense. 
The present tense is used for the story events, even though they occurred in the past, in order to 
allow the reader of this study to experience the unfolding nature of the mathematical story and its 
plot. While reading, we invite the reader to consider how the momentary changes in the content 
 




connect with the expressed aesthetic reactions of the students in the moment. In contrast, we use 
the past tense when relating our analysis of the section. The unfolding acts of the story have been 
grouped into five sections based on their collective role in the story. Each section first presents 
the events of the story as they occurred in the classroom, followed by a brief description of how 
we interpret their role in the plot. 
6.1 Introduction (Acts 1-2) 
 In Act 1, Ms. Burke opens the lesson with a review of the integer addition problems that 
she gave for homework the day before. A student comments that he got a problem wrong when 
doing it “in my head.” Ms. Burke suggests that he might be better off using their established 
methods rather than a potentially inconsistent mental method: “Ok, but do we want to take that 
chance? Or should we use one of our three methods instead?” The student responds that the 
methods the class has studied previously are preferable and the teacher agrees. Then, Ms. Burke 
shifts focus (Act 2) and asks a student volunteer to read the objective of the day, “to add 
integers” and the essential question of the day: “What are the rules for adding integers?” She 
concludes with, “by the end of today, we’re gonna know some rules for adding integers.” 
6.1.1 Notes on the introduction 
Two questions were raised in this segment. The first, which we label3 as Question #1, 
stems from Ms. Burke’s concern about the student’s unspecified mental method. She assumes 
that what he did in his head is different from the class’ established methods and asks which is 
more reliable. For clarity, we rephrased her explicit question as Is it reliable to do problems in 
                                                      
3 As part of our analysis, we number the questions in the order that they emerge. In this synopsis of the 
story, we give the number of each question as it arises within the “Notes” on each section of the lesson. 
The questions’ text and numbers are also summarized in the Findings. 
 




your head, or should you use a method? By raising and quickly disclosing this question, Ms. 
Burke reinforced the power of the three concrete methods for integer addition that students had 
previously learned. Question #2, What are the rules for adding integers? is not answered quickly 
but, instead, remains open at the end of this section. The articulation of this question was 
important as it signaled to the students that they had more to learn about adding integers. It 
included a promise by the teacher, indicating that the question will be answered in the future and 
reinforcing the expectation of new information about addition.  
6.2 Set-up (Acts 3-5) 
 In Act 3, Ms. Burke asks the students to think of the three methods they have learned for 
adding integers. She then introduces the task “−3 + 2” and asks students to list the methods that 
they can use to solve this task. She calls on three different students, each of whom names one of 
the three methods: heaps and holes, the number line, and the dancing method. She then reviews 
each method by asking a series of questions such as, “what’s one of the ways you could use to 
solve this?” and “[in the dancing method] what does that one red chip represent?” Students easily 
answer all of the questions asked and the teacher accepts their responses.  
Next, Ms. Burke shifts the discussion (in Act 4) to which method students prefer. She 
prompts students to use their preferred method to add 12 and -10 individually and describe their 
solution method and the reason for their preference of method to their table partner. Then, in Act 
5, she again cycles through the methods by asking three different student volunteers to each 
explain their preference for one of the methods to the class. 
6.2.1 Notes on the set-up 
When Ms. Burke asks students to think of and then use the three methods they know for 
adding integers, she opens an important question in the story, Which methods can we use to add 
 




integers? (Question #3). Question #4, What is -3 + 2 ?, and Question #10, What is 12 + (-10) ?, 
provide contexts in which students can begin to address Question #3. In designing this part of the 
lesson so that students repeatedly revisit their three previously learned methods in ways that 
emphasize their utility and benefits, Ms. Burke produces an equivocation to this question (i.e., 
opportunity to make an incorrect assumption). This equivocation occurs when Ms. Buke enables 
students to assume that the answer to Question #3 is the set of three addition strategies. The 
equivocation is reinforced by the fact that all of the questions asked about the methods, 
Questions #5-8 and #11-13, are easily answered —there are no student errors or even hesitation 
at any point—and the answers are immediately endorsed by Ms. Burke. The question Which 
method do you prefer and why? (Question #9) further suggests that students already know all 
methods for adding integers. 
Importantly, Question #2 (What are the rules for adding integers?), raised in Act 2, has 
no progress throughout this section. The role of the promise in the introduction now becomes 
evident; rules for adding integers are not mentioned, and it is unclear at this point how the rules 
are related to the methods under discussion. 
6.3 Crisis (Act 6) 
 Act 6 opens when Ms. Burke reveals two expressions to calculate on the interactive 
whiteboard, 152 + (−105) and 5 + (−6) + 3 + (−1), and says “Ok, now using whichever 
method you prefer, I would like you to go ahead and solve [these problems] for me on your 
own.” Both problems are very different from what students have seen before: the first because of 
the magnitude of the numbers, and the second because the expression contains more than two 
integers. Students react with laughter, indications of surprise such as “Whoa… OK…” and 
expressions of concern that these are problems they cannot solve. Ms. Burke acknowledges the 
 




class wide reactions by responding to one student with, “I don't think you're the only one that has 
a problem with it 'cause by the look at it I see eyes that grew about 5 sizes and I hear some 
giggling…” 
 Students begin to respond to the first problem, indicating that the magnitude of the 
numbers makes it very difficult to do with their current methods, “It’s too big,” and that they 
suspect that there is an alternate method, “you must have another way of doing that.” One 
student suggests an answer for the first problem but is ignored. Instead, Ms. Burke legitimizes 
the concerns of the other students and confirms how difficult it would be to solve these problems 
with their existing methods, stating,  
“I would love to hear what all your comments are, but exactly what you're telling me is 
what I was hoping you were telling me which is, Ms. [Burke], are you gonna tell me this 
is what our homework's gonna be tonight and I'm gonna have to either have a really big 
dance floor, right? Or a lot of heaps and holes, or a lot of bingo chips, or we said wouldn't 
that be fun if you got M&Ms, right?”  
Ms. Burke again promises that the students will be developing rules to use for problems with 
large numbers by reminding them that it was their objective for the day: “I would never expect 
you to use those methods for these types of problems. Which adds in to what our objective is 
today, we're gonna add integers but we're gonna learn some rules…that's gonna make it much 
easier for you.”  
At this point another student suggests that he could evaluate the expression. Ms. Burke 
responds by saying “OK, if you think you know it, go ahead and write it down.” She continues, 
to the entire class, “We’re gonna learn our method and then we’re gonna go back to it at the 
end.”  
 




6.3.1 Notes on the crisis 
In this section, the casual way in which Ms. Burke revealed the expressions by asking 
What is 152 + (-105)? (Question #14) and What is 5 + (-6) + 3 + (-1)? (Question #15) and her 
indication that students could use whichever method they preferred supported a second 
equivocation on Question #3 (regarding the methods of solving addition problems). Specifically, 
her manner communicated that these problems should present no additional difficulty, 
reinforcing the assumption that students have the methods they need for adding integers. Yet the 
introduction of a problem that exposed the weakness of their known methods for adding integers 
provoked visible and audible surprise, discomfort, and even wonder – presumably at the size of 
the numbers and the magnitude of the task ahead of them in trying to find their sum. 
Also notable was that the student surprise generated by this problem inspired 
mathematical questions directly related to the central questions of the lesson: How do we solve 
problems with large numbers? (Question #16) and Is there another method of adding integers? 
(Question #17). Although there were indications of progress by more than one student, Ms. 
Burke did not take up this progress and, instead, allowed the question to be jammed, meaning 
that further work on it was blocked; she let the students wonder if the question was answerable.  
Remarkably, in this section the teacher explicitly described her curricular intention. She 
openly expressed her hope that students would recognize the limitations of their existing 
methods, suggesting that her set-up in Acts 3 through 5 were a means to an end. Thus, instead of 
being merely a review of previous methods, Ms. Burke let students glimpse her craft; the 
jamming was both deliberate and purposeful. 
Finally, the teacher’s comment that the students will develop rules for adding integers 
effectively kept Question #2 open and explicitly tied the conflict of this section to the promise of 
 




an answer. The teacher has now made clear that the rules will resolve the conflict; they will be 
the heroes of this mathematical story. Yet, this section did offer partial answers for Question #3 
(regarding the existing methods) by indicating that these methods for adding integers were not 
the only methods. It also advanced progress by way of partial answers on questions about how 
the old methods were helpful as it demonstrated that the methods were not as helpful as students 
originally thought.  
6.4 Releasing tension (Acts 7-11) 
Ms. Burke then shifts the class away (Act 7) from evaluating these specific expressions, 
toward developing general rules for adding integers. In a whole-class discussion, she reveals a 
list of solved addition problems (see the left column of Figure 1) where the addends have the 
same sign and asks the students to observe, silently, what the problems have in common. In Act 
8, Ms. Burke posts a list of solved problems with addends of different signs (in the right 
column), and, again, asks students to silently look for commonalities.  
Same Sign Different Signs 
−6 + (−6) = −12 6 + (−2) = 4 
6 + 6 = 12 −6 + 2 = −4 
−3 + (−2) = −5 5 + (−6) = −1 
3 + 2 = 5 −5 + 6 = 1 
Fig. 1. Table with set of solved addition problems presented by the teacher in Acts 7 and 8. 
In Act 9, Ms. Burke turns students’ attention back to the equations with the same sign and 
asks them for their observations. Several students describe patterns, such as noting that pairs of 
equations use “the same numbers... except one is negative and one is positive.” Ms. Burke then 
asks, “Ok, so could we say that there is a rule whenever we have signs that are the same? What 
 




are we doing with these numbers?” Students explain that when signs of the addends are the 
same, they should add the absolute value of the two numbers and give the sum the sign of the 
addends. During this discussion, a student unexpectedly asks, “How does it work to figure out 
the big problem [referring to 152 + (-105)]. Ms. Burke responds with, “You’ll see. You’ll see. I 
promise.” The teacher continues the focus on the same sign equations until she is satisfied that 
students recognize that when both addends are positive, the sum is positive and that when both 
addends are negative, the sum is negative. 
Ms. Burke then opens Act 10 by asking the students to, silently, use the same type of 
thinking to find a rule for addends of different signs. One minute later (Act 11), she reconvenes 
the class to share out their ideas. A student volunteer says, “When the signs are different, find the 
difference,” a statement that Ms. Burke endorses. Ms. Burke follows this by asking how a 
student could know the sign of the sum, to which a student responds, “...the bigger number, like 
6, or whatever, if it's negative, the answer's gonna be negative. If it's positive, the answer's gonna 
be positive.” 
At this point, a student asks if students would have to reproduce, on their homework, the 
“T chart,” (referring to Figure 1) to which Ms. Burke responds “No, no. These are just rules to 
help us out.” Another student then asks why there is an addition sign in problems where the rules 
have them subtract, “Why is that addition sign there?” Ms. Burke responds, “Ok, well that's the 
thing. So that's the tricky part of exactly what [the student’s name]'s saying. So now, when we 
say different signs, you just need to look at--pretend that addition sign isn't there. You're just 
looking at your numbers.” She continues, “So 6 and negative 2. Find the difference. Negative 6, 
2. Find the difference. And the same thing'll happen over here. Negative 6, negative 6. Signs are 
 




the same, find the sum. So basically, this little addition sign you kinda wanna pretty much ignore 
it.”4 
A third student asks, “So can we only use addition for the, umm, positives and the 
negatives?” Ms. Burke explains that students will learn about subtracting integers tomorrow and 
gives an example of the kind of problem they will address: 6 − (−2). One student suggests that 
the difference between six and negative two is eight, and Ms. Burke neither endorses nor 
contradicts this suggestion. 
6.4.1 Notes on releasing tension 
In this section, there is finally progress on Question #2, What are the rules for adding 
integers? Specifically, partial answers emerge for this question in each act of this section, 
corresponding to progress made on four quickly-answered questions that are formulated and for 
which answers are disclosed in this section: What do the ‘same-sign’ problems have in common? 
(Question #18), What do the ‘different-sign’ problems have in common? (Question #19), What 
sign will the answer be if the signs are the same? (Question #20), and How do we know the sign 
of the answer if the signs are different? (Question #21). 
 Student inquiry into the mathematical phenomena under discussion, which began in Act 
6, was sustained throughout this section. Although the teacher shifted the focus away from the 
challenging tasks (i.e., 152 + (-105) and 5 + (−6) + 3 + (−1)) in Act 7 (suspending these 
questions, or indicating that further progress on them is not immediately forthcoming), a student 
pulled the focus back to the challenging tasks in Act 9 by asking, “How does it work to figure 
                                                      
4 Note that the teacher’s dismissal of the addition sign, as well as the procedural goals of the discussion, 
prioritize a process over meaning-making. This distinction, while important, is not the subject of this 
analysis as our goal is to describe the aesthetic dimensions of the mathematical story that occurred in the 
classroom, as opposed to the story we wish had unfolded.  
 




out the big problem?” In addition, three other students formulate questions (Questions #22-24), 
focused not on answers or procedures but instead on conditions and limits of the rules under 
consideration. 
In addition, Ms. Burke’s promise in Act 11 that the question What is 152 + (-105)? 
would be answered further strengthened student attention to the exploration as they were 
reassured that resolution was coming. Progress on “What is 152 + (-105) ?” was made with the 
disclosure of “How do we solve problems with large numbers?” in Act 11, when the rule for 
adding integers of different signs was endorsed. 
Ms. Burke formulated the final question of this section, What if this said 6 minus a 
negative 2? (Question #25), inviting students to consider a different problem with their newly 
developed integer addition rules. 
6.5 Resolution (Acts 12-13) 
 Having established the rules for adding integers, Ms. Burke now shifts the focus back to 
152 + (-105), the question that began this inquiry. In Act 12, she asks students to, individually, 
evaluate 152 + (-105), along with 5 + (−6) + 3 + (−1). She offers a hint about evaluating the 
latter expression; reminding students to use the order of operations in the same way they have in 
the past. The students appear to evaluate the expressions without difficulty. In Act 13, she pulls 
the class back together to share their solutions. Using questions, such as “So when we have 
different signs, what do we have to do with our numbers?”, Ms. Burke uses the solutions to these 
tasks to revisit the rules introduced in Acts 7-11. Once students reveal the sums, she endorses 
each immediately. 
 




6.5.1 Notes on the resolution 
In this section, the tension created by the jamming in Act 6 is fully released as the 
students solve the two complex tasks with relative ease.  
7. Findings 
Our analysis of the mathematical plot of the lesson identifies potential aesthetic 
dimensions of the enactment and connects them with the unfolding mathematical content. That 
is, we can identify characteristics of the mathematical plot that explain the evident student 
reactions, including the way in which different sections of the story interact with each other, 
patterns in the density of inquiry, the coherence of the story, and the rhythm of the unfolding 
content. Unlike the analysis provided in the previous section, which focused on particular 
moments as the story unfolded, we now describe the mathematical plot retrospectively in order 
to reveal characteristics of the plot as a whole. For convenience, we offer a diagram of the 
mathematical plot (see Figure 2) that juxtaposes the acts of the story, shown in columns, with its 
story arcs, shown in rows, and their corresponding questions listed on the left in the order in 
which they were formulated. Story arcs are shaded in the acts in which their corresponding 
questions are open. Changes in what is known about a question are represented by single letter 
codes (e.g., “a” represents the code formulated question by teacher). Though we originally 
recorded whether the teacher, student, or the environment was the source of each code, this 
information is only noted for formulation and partial answer because these were the only types 
of changes that students made in the story. All other codes are based on contributions of the 
teacher. 
 





Fig. 2. Mathematical plot diagram for this lesson with acts divided into groups where 
a: Formulated question by teacher or environment, b: Formulated question by student, c: Promise 
of answer, d: Partial answer by student, e: Partial answer by teacher, f: Equivocation, 
g: Jamming, h: Suspended answer, i: Disclosure. Note: Some questions were edited for brevity. 
 
7.1 How the elements of the mathematical plot work together across sections of the story  
Examining the separate events of the entire lesson altogether reveals structural elements 
spanning the lesson that could potentially impact student anticipation, explaining the evident 
surprise, wonder, and subsequent engaged discussion. In this section, we describe the potential 
impact of particular questions as well as more general narrative structures such as open questions 
without progress, the steady facilitation of partial answers, and the timing of the provision of 
important information.  
At the heart of the crisis in Act 6 lay a sequence of events related to Question #14 (What 
is 152 + (-105)?). At this point, the teacher introduces mathematical characters which are 
strikingly different than those the students have encountered thus far in the mathematical story. 
These new characters make the problem much more difficult for students to solve with their 
 




existing strategies, resulting in formulation (“a” on the plot diagram) followed by jamming (“g”), 
then a promise (“c”). Yet, in the face of this difficulty, the students exhibited curiosity and 
affable concern rather than frustration and anger. This may have been because the subsequent 
teacher’s promise of an answer indicated that the story would eventually continue and that the 
jamming was temporary. By allowing the question in unfold in this particular manner, Ms. Burke 
enabled her students to eagerly anticipate the rest of what would take place in the lesson.  
In addition, developments on other questions, both before and after Act 6, potentially 
contributed to the observed student reactions to Question #14. The equivocation (“f”) in 
Question #3 in Acts 4 through 6 was likely critical; by allowing her students to believe that they 
knew the rules of addition and limiting their work to problems with small numbers for which 
their methods were effective, Ms. Burke set up potential surprise and wonder with the 
formulation of Question #14, an addition problem with large numbers that students could not 
easily solve. Likewise, after the promise, the student partial answers (“d”) in each of the Acts 7 
through 11 supported sustained student engagement and inquiry until a successful resolution 
through disclosure (“i”) of the answer to Question #14 was reached in Act 13.  
Thus, structuring the sequence so that a challenging task was posed before the 
development of rules that could be used to efficiently solve it likely contributed to the resulting 
surprise, wonder, and engaged discussion. Had Ms. Burke developed the rules for adding 
integers before introducing the challenging task, 152+ (−105) (Question #14), this task likely 
would have seemed to be another routine instance of applying known rules to an arithmetic 
problem, unlikely to result in the surprise and wondering evidenced by the student formulation of 
Questions #16 and #17, in which they ask for a new way to add integers, and the reformulation 
of Questions #14 and #16 in Act 9. 
 




Another potential contributor to the evident surprise in Act 6 was the shifting meaning of 
two overarching questions; Question #2 (What are the rules for adding integers?) and Question 
#3 (Which methods can we use to add integers?). The teacher’s promise at the beginning of the 
lesson that “by the end of today we're gonna know some rules for adding integers” suggests that 
the rules that they would learn that day were different from the methods they already knew. That 
is, ‘heaps and holes,’ ‘number line,’ and ‘dancing’ were already well known to students, so they 
must not be the rules that were the subject of the promise. Yet, this distinction between rules and 
methods was subsequently obscured in Acts 3 through 5. During these acts, the teacher’s 
repetitive focus on the three concrete methods of adding, without any further mention of rules for 
adding, suggested that the collection of methods might be all they need to add integers and thus 
be what the teacher referred to as “rules.”  
The distinction between rules and methods, however, was made clear again when 
students’ existing methods could not be used to complete the more difficult task in Question #14, 
and the teacher promised that the rules of addition, not mentioned since the start of the lesson, 
would solve the problem. Experiencing the methods’ failure while being reminded of the 
existence of promising rules suddenly clarified that the rules mentioned at the beginning of the 
lesson that inspired Question #2 were different from the concrete methods the students already 
knew that are referenced in Question #3. By making both questions available to students from 
the beginning, the aesthetic impact of the moment of surprise was potentially amplified. Students 
could reflect on the lesson and realize that there had been indications all along that a moment 
like this was possible. This is similar to moments of surprise in movies or books that are 
enhanced by the recognition of missed signs of the upcoming surprise that are, in hindsight, 
evident in earlier parts of the story.  
 




The sustained student engagement and questioning exhibited after the crisis can be 
partially explained by the tension created when some questions remained open but unaddressed 
(represented in the diagram in Figure 2 by shaded cells without any codes). That is, the tension 
created by not knowing the answer to a question can increase in these instances when there are 
indications that progress could be made at any moment, but no progress is made. This 
phenomenon is most clearly evident in the unfolding of Question #16 (How do we solve 
problems with large numbers?). Although no progress is made on this question between Act 6, 
when it is formulated and an answer is promised, and Act 11, when its answer is disclosed, 
evidence of underlying student anticipation emerges in Act 9 when a student attempts to bring 
the discussion back to the task with large numbers and is again promised an answer later in the 
lesson. Presumably, similar tension exists for Question #14 in Act 10 as it is closely related to 
the student-generated Question #16.  
7.2 Changing levels of density  
The dynamically changing levels of density throughout the lesson can explain, in part, the 
intensity of student reactions to the difficult tasks in Act 6 and the sustained student inquiry in 
subsequent acts. The graph in Figure 3 displays how the density varied as the lesson progressed.  
 





Fig. 3. The density of the mathematical plot by act. The grey bars represent the number of 
questions open during the act. The black line indicates the number of questions open at the end 
of each act. 
 
Although the equivocations and jamming may explain much of the student surprise in Act 
6, the tension caused by the high density in this act may have also contributed to the emotional 
experience of the students. The peak in both measures of density in Act 6 reflects the 
overlapping of multiple mathematical questions. This “thickening of the plot” was due to the 
introduction of the new tasks (Questions #14 and #15) and the student questions that they 
triggered (Questions #16 and #17). Also coinciding with these were five questions that were still 
open (Questions #2, #3, #11, #12, and #13). Thus, a total of 9 questions were under consideration 
in Act 6, eight of which were still open at the end of the act. It is unsurprising that students 
would react as they did to the event that led to such an increase in inquiry. 
 




The drop in density immediately after Act 6 may have contributed to the students’ ability 
to maintain engagement throughout the investigation of adding integers. The intense student 
reaction in Act 6 might have easily turned to frustration since Ms. Burke did not immediately 
provide the class with much resolution to many questions. Instead, Ms. Burke lightened the 
intellectual and, potentially, the emotional load experienced by students, making the task at hand 
more manageable by disclosing the answers to (e.g., #18 and #20 in Act 9), suspending (e.g., #19 
in Act 8), and dropping from consideration (e.g., #11 in Act 6) questions that were open during 
Act 6. This reduction in density may be part of what enabled Ms. Burke to channel the student 
energy and curiosity into productive mathematical observation and questioning in the absence of 
immediate resolution.  
Although periods of reduced density in Acts 7 through 13 can explain, in part, why 
students did not get frustrated or overwhelmed, the increase in open questions during Acts 9 and 
11 (represented by the gray bar) offer evidence of ongoing student engagement. Many of the 
momentary questions in these two acts are in fact student-formulated questions, which were 
quickly answered by Ms. Burke (i.e. the reformulation of Questions #14 and #16 in Act 9 and the 
formulation of Questions #22, #23, and #24 in Act 11). These bursts of student questions may be 
indications of underlying tension that was maintained throughout this lesson even though the 
recorded density in Acts 7 through 10 remain relatively low. Most notably, we suspect that much 
of the dramatic increase in density in Act 11 was the result of unresolved tension from student 
questions that may have been on students’ minds but had not yet been raised or addressed 
directly (i.e., Questions #22 through #25). Students may have been thinking about these 
questions throughout the later acts of the story but only gave voice to them when they realized 
that the questions were not being addressed by the emerging rules. 
 




We further find that questions contribute to density differently depending on their content 
even though each question is only counted once per act when calculating density. This occurs 
when a significant mathematical question spurs additional and related questions, thus 
contributing disproportionately to the density. For example, Question #14, “What is 152 + (-
105)”, a significant question in this lesson as evidenced by the evident student reaction, also 
inspired Question #16, “How do we solve problems with large numbers?”, and Question #17, “Is 
there another method of adding integers?” The relationship between these questions is 
demonstrated by the fact that progress by the inspired questions corresponds to progress on the 
main question (see Figure 4). For example, in Act 6, the promise that students will learn how to 
solve problems with large numbers is coded as a promise of a solution to Question #14 and #16 
and disclosure for Question #17 (because it answers this question by indicating that there is 
another method). 
 
Fig. 4. An excerpt of the plot diagram showing that progress in questions inspired by question 
#14 corresponds to progress on question #14, where a: Formulated question by teacher or the 
environment, b: Formulated question by student, c: Promise of answer, d: Partial answer by 
student, e: Partial answer by teacher, g: Jamming, h: Suspended answer, i: Disclosure. 
 
7.3 The coherence of the story 
 When overarching questions turn strings of questions from seemingly disconnected 
exercises into building blocks for larger ideas, the resulting continuity enables students to 
recognize the relationships between different parts of the story and anticipate where it is headed. 
For this lesson, two pairs of questions that were left open for an extended time, Questions #2 and 
#3 and Questions #14 and #16, provided context for subsequent shorter story arcs. At the 
 




beginning of the lesson, Questions #2 and #3 provided a larger purpose for Questions #4 through 
#13. When Ms. Burke asked students to illustrate the different ways to add -3 and 2 (Questions 
#4 through #8), and to state their preferences for methods (Questions #9 through #13), the 
answers informed and reinforced the overarching questions. By keeping Questions #2 and #3 
open as subsequent questions were raised and addressed, Ms. Burke enabled potential 
connections to be made within Questions #4 through #13 and between the momentary questions 
and the overarching ones. 
 Thus, the coherence supported by the overarching questions early in the lesson reinforced 
the surprise and crisis in Act 6. As the lesson built toward the crisis, the evident confidence that 
students developed was not simply the result of a series of successes on a disconnected sequence 
of math problems, but was, potentially, a focused feeling of mastery in answering particular 
overarching questions. Therefore, when the expectation of mastery was violated by the 
presentation of a challenging pair of tasks directly related to the overarching question, the 
potential for surprise and subsequent curiosity was that much greater. 
When Question #14 (What is 152 + (-105)?), and the student question that it inspired, 
Question #16 (How do we solve problems with large numbers?), arise in Act 6, they joined 
Questions #2 and #3 in providing context for the shorter story arcs that follow (e.g., Questions 
#18 through #25). The clearest examples of this are Questions #18 (What do the ‘same-sign’ 
problems have in common?) and #19 (What do the ‘different-sign’ problems have in common?). 
These questions might have seemed arbitrary if it were not clear that they were in service of 
finding a rule to enable students resolve a difficult problem that they were invested in solving 
(i.e., Question #14). 
 




7.4 The rhythm of the unfolding content 
Patterns of questions and answers in the lead-up to the crisis (Acts 3 through 5), the crisis 
created by the challenging task (Act 6), and the immediate aftermath (Acts 7 through 11) created 
rhythms that may partly explain the evident aesthetic student reactions. For example, beginning 
with Question #3 in Act 3, Ms. Burke asks a series of broad questions followed by a repetitive 
sequence of brief questions from the perspective of each method, creating the three-part rhythm 
illustrated in Figure 5. The paraphrased questions listed in the figure correspond to Questions #3 
through #13. Since all three broad questions were answerable by all three methods, and because 
most of these questions were asked and answered in brisk succession, students were encouraged 
to expect that future questions would similarly be addressable by all three methods. The steady 
beat of questioning and the repetitive manner in which they were asked potentially reinforced 
this expectation by implying that these questions and answers could continue indefinitely.  
  
 




Broad Question: Which methods can we use to add -3 and 2? [Act 3] 
Method: Heaps and Holes 
Method: Number Line 
Method: Dancing 
Broad Question: How do you use each method to add -3 and 2? [Act 3] 
Method: Dancing 
Method: Heaps and Holes 
Method: Number Line 
Broad Question: Which method would you prefer for adding 12 and -10? [Act 4 & 5] 
Method: Heaps and Holes 
Method: Dancing 
Method: Number Line 
 
Fig. 5. The rhythm of questioning in the Set-Up. Questions are paraphrased for clarity. 
At the start of the crisis (Act 6), the rhythm changed abruptly. The formulation of 
Questions #14 and #15, which students cannot answer with their standard set of methods, puts an 
end to the rapid-fire question/answer pattern, potentially adding to a felt change as the 
expectation of rhythm was violated. This change in rhythm also signaled a new expectation that 
rather than simply answering straightforward questions, it was time for students to reason and, 
potentially, ask mathematical questions of their own in order to figure out how to solve these 
different sorts of tasks.  
 After the crisis, the formulation of Questions #18 and #19 offered a new rhythm to the 
story that may have helped maintain student engagement through the extended investigation in 
Acts 7 through 11. This rhythm manifests as a checkerboard pattern in which the two questions 
alternate as the focus of the class (see Figure 6). The back-and-forth rhythm of changing focus 
between these two questions sets up an expectation of forward progress toward answering the 
overarching questions, as the regular alternation is reminiscent of the left-then-right cadence of a 
march. It also supports the progress on the overarching questions as it indicates to students that 
the conclusions that they draw from one question can inform their thinking about the other. 
 





Fig. 6. The pattern of progress made on Questions #18 and #19 in Acts 7 through 11 (from 
Figure 2) where a: Formulated question by teacher or the environment, d: Partial answer by 
student, h: Suspended answer, i: Disclosure. 
 
8. Discussion 
This study demonstrates that conceptualizing a lesson as narrative can lead to a better 
understanding of how a decontextualized integer addition problem and the ensuing discussion 
can captivate the students in a 6th grade classroom. The mathematical story framework enables 
the identification of the aesthetic dimensions of the lesson, such as misdirection, obstruction, 
changing levels of density, coherence of the story, and rhythm.  
In particular, this analysis has identified a sequence of mathematical changes that 
collectively represent how the content unfolded in this lesson to allow for the student surprise 
and subsequent engaged discussion. The sequence can be summarized as equivocation—
formulation—jamming—promise—partial answer—disclosure. This sequence includes the key 
equivocation that developed in Acts 1-5, the teacher’s formulation of the central question, 152 + 
(-105), the jamming of the central question when students realized they did not have the tools to 
easily solve it, the promise from the teacher that they would develop rules for adding large 
integers, the series of partial answers as the students and teachers developed these rules and the 
teacher’s eventual disclosure of these rules.  
For this sequence to work, the teacher likely relied on established classroom norms that 
enabled students to trust where the lesson was headed. As the primary author of previous 
mathematical stories that have unfolded in this classroom, it is quite possible that the teacher has 
 




designed similar stories in the past. Accordingly, the students in this classroom may have been 
familiar with the role that she played and thus were emotionally prepared for the plot twist that 
the teacher had planned. Prior experiences may have also provided credibility to the teacher’s 
promises, which in turn enabled students to persevere through the jammed central question and 
subsequent discussion.  
We also suspect that this sequence is not the only one that can lead to visible student 
excitement. Misdirection, such as equivocation, could set up surprise in a variety of ways. For 
example, a lesson might combine multiple cycles of equivocation and jamming, or the 
equivocation that motivates student inquiry might arise from incongruous student errors 
(Dietiker, Richman, Brakoniecki, & Miller, 2016; Richman, Miller, Brakoniecki, & Dietiker, 
2016).  
Furthermore, this sixth-grade classroom is not the only place where student captivation to 
unfolding mathematical content can occur. The mathematical stories that have accompanied 
other such responses have been documented and analyzed using the mathematical story 
framework in a variety of other contexts such as lower elementary and high school (Dietiker, 
2016; Dietiker et al., 2016).  However, these analyses constitute merely a start; further studies 
are needed to discover and document the variety of mathematical sequences that occur in 
aesthetically rich lessons. 
This study has also demonstrated how the density, rhythms, and coherence of the lesson 
potentially contributed to evident student reactions. Additional studies could examine the 
aesthetic dimensions of different changes in density or other rhythms. It may be that the level of 
student satisfaction at the resolution to a mathematical question, or a set of questions, is related 
to the level of density leading up to disclosure. The effect of changes in rhythm may be mediated 
 




by the rhythms involved. The interruption of a regular pattern of momentary questions may 
impact students differently than an interruption of a pattern of more extended questions. The 
impact of the overarching questions that create coherence may also be mediated by variations in 
rhythm and density. Perhaps overarching questions are more effective in making lessons feel 
coherent at certain levels of density — too much density or too little may inhibit their effect. 
More research is needed to explore these hypotheses. 
By foregrounding the unfolding mathematical ideas of a lesson, the mathematical story 
framework builds on work showing how mathematical ideas and processes, even when 
decontextualized, can be engaging on their own (e.g., Lampert, 1990; Sinclair, 2001). This was 
demonstrated in this lesson as there was no setting for the central problem of the lesson beyond 
the symbols with which it was written. This does not mean that the framework cannot be used for 
a lesson embedded in a context or a lesson that is framed by a story with human characters. A 
real-world context can be the setting for mathematical characters just as the roll of cloth provides 
the setting for the fractions in Zazkis and Liljedahl’s (2009) story about the tailor. In lessons with 
real-word contexts, this framework would be able to distinguish the aesthetic dimensions of the 
unfolding mathematics from the aesthetic affordances of the context.  
It should be noted that although this study examines a teacher-centered lesson, the 
mathematical story framework can also be used to analyze the unfolding mathematics in other 
modes of instruction. In lessons where students work in groups, one particular group’s story can 
be analyzed (Dietiker et al., 2016), or the stories of multiple groups can be examined and 
compared. If and when student groups present to the class, these presentations become part of the 
mathematical story — each as its own act, or as multiple acts if the presentations are complex. 
The mathematical story framework can be used to examine aspects of each modality as well as 
 




the transitions between them. For example, the framework can reveal whether overarching 
questions in a lesson enable coherence across modalities or whether the rhythm or density of the 
lesson changes correspond to changes in the modality.  
A limitation of this study is that we did not have direct access to the teacher or the 
students and, thus, were only able to conjecture about student experience, pre-existing classroom 
norms, and teacher intention through observable behavior. We, thus, confined our analysis to the 
aesthetic dimensions of the unfolding mathematics and the verbal clues, given by the teacher, 
concerning her purposeful design of the lesson. As a next step, we have embarked on a new 
study to connect the mathematical plots of enacted lessons with student-based descriptions of 
aesthetic experiences, such as surprise and excitement. This project examines whether there are 
aesthetic characteristics of unfolding mathematical content that are associated with student 
interest and engagement.  
By looking at an enacted lesson as a story, this study paves the way for a deeper 
understanding of the connection between unfolding mathematical content and the felt experience 
of students. An understanding that we hope will inspire teachers and others who design and enact 
curriculum and support them in their efforts to create compelling mathematical stories that 
provoke students to ask and actively pursue engaging mathematical questions in class and 
beyond. 
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